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CORRECTION

Correction to: Evaluation of physicochemical,
microbiological, and energetic characteristics
of four agricultural wastes for use
in the production of green energy in Moroccan
farms
Ouahid El Asri1* , Mohamed Elamin Afilal2, Hayate Laiche2 and Larbi Elfarh3

Correction to: C
 hem Biol Technol Agric (2020) 7:21
https://doi.org/10.1186/s40538-020-00187-3

Following publication of the original article [1], the
authors identified an error in the author name of Larbi
Elfarh.
The incorrect author name is: Arbi Elfarh.
The correct author name is: Larbi Elfarh.
The author group has been updated above and the original article [1] has been corrected.
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